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President Darcy - Victoria Kincaid 2017
A contemporary adaptation of Pride and
PrejudicePresident William Darcy has it all:
wealth, intelligence, and the most powerful job
in the country. Despite what his friends say, he
trials-of-the-honorable-f-darcy

is not lonely in the White House. He's not. And
he has vowed not to date while he's in office.
Nor is he interested in Elizabeth Bennet. She
might be pretty and funny and smart, but her
family is nouveau riche and unbearable.
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Unfortunately, he encounters her everywhere in
Washington, D.C.--making her harder and harder
to ignore. Why can't he get her out of his
mind?Elizabeth Bennet enjoys her job with the
Red Cross and loves her family, despite their
tendency to embarrass her. At a White House
state dinner, they cause her to make an
unfavorable impression on the president, who
labels her unattractive and uninteresting. Those
words are immediately broadcast on Twitter, so
the whole world now knows the president
insulted her. Elizabeth just wants to avoid the
man--who, let's admit it, is proud and difficult.
For some reason he acts all friendly when they
keep running into each other, but she knows
he's judging her.Eventually, circumstances force
Darcy and Elizabeth to confront their true
feelings for each other, with explosive results.
But even if they can find common ground, Darcy
is still the president--with limited privacy and
unlimited responsibilities--and his enemies won't
hesitate to use his feelings for Elizabeth against
trials-of-the-honorable-f-darcy

him.Can President Darcy and Elizabeth Bennet
find their way to happily ever after?
Mr. Darcy's Kiss - Krista Lakes 2017-12-15
Rich. British. Hot as hell. Elizabeth Bennett has
never appreciated any of these traits in a man.
So when Mr. Darcy, billionaire British playboy
and GQ's Bachelor of the Year, meets her at a
function, she's surprised at how attracted she is
to him. That is until he puts his foot in his big,
arrogant mouth. The slap that she gave him got
her thrown out of the biggest fundraiser of the
year, but the mark she left on Mr. Darcy won't
leave his mind. The second time that they meet
"on accident," he turns up the arrogance even
more. The third time, he tries flowers. By the
fourth time, he's wearing a cup to protect
himself. Mr. Darcy is the last man in the world
that Elizabeth could ever be with. However, love
makes fools of us all, and the one man that she
can't stand is the one man she can't resist. Can
Mr. Darcy's kiss win over the heart of Elizabeth
Bennett? Join New York Times bestselling author
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Krista Lakes in this modern retelling of Jane
Austen's beloved "Pride and Prejudice."
There's Someone Inside Your House Stephanie Perkins 2017-09-26
Now a Netflix Feature Film! “A heart-pounding
page-turner with an outstanding cast of
characters, a deliciously creepy setting, and an
absolutely merciless body count.” –Courtney
Summers, New York Times bestselling author of
Sadie and The Project A New York Times
bestseller It’s been almost a year since Makani
Young came to live with her grandmother and
she’s still adjusting to her new life in rural
Nebraska. Then, one by one, students at her
high school begin to die in a series of gruesome
murders, each with increasing and grotesque
flair. As the body count rises and the terror
grows closer, can Makani survive the killer’s
twisted plan?
Mr. Darcy Takes a Wife - Linda Berdoll
2020-03-03
Mr. Darcy Takes a Wife: The sexiest Austentrials-of-the-honorable-f-darcy

inspired novel that has readers talking You
thought Bridgerton was steamy? Well hold on to
your bonnets! This sexy, epic, hilarious, and
romantic sequel to Pride and Prejudice goes far
beyond Jane Austen fanfiction to give the curious
reader a titillating taste of how it would feel to
be Mrs. Darcy. Every woman wants to be
Elizabeth Bennet Darcy—beautiful, gracious,
universally admired, strong, daring, and
outspoken—a thoroughly modern woman in
crinolines. And every woman will fall madly in
love with Mr. Darcy—tall, dark, and handsome, a
nobleman and a heartthrob whose virility is
matched only by his utter devotion to his wife.
Their passion is consuming and
idyllic—essentially, they can't keep their hands
off each other—through a sweeping tale of
adventure and misadventure, human folly, and
numerous mysteries of parentage. Keep your
smelling salts handy: this steamy bonnet-ripper
is Austen like never before. What Readers Are
Saying: "I found myself up until 3AM because I
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couldn't stop and have read it again and again."
"Who says Jane Austen can't be literate AND
sexy... I just kept envisioning Colin Firth all hot
and sweaty." "A lady needs to have a fan and her
smelling salts at hand to read this modern day
sequel to Pride and Prejudice." "This is probably
my favorite feel-good book; I end up giggling in
almost every chapter" "I am reading it for the
8th time since I bought it four years ago." "I
laughed, I cried, and I blushed!" "It's the love
story we hoped for Lizzy and Darcy. The writing
is witty, the language superb and I have gone
back to this book many times when I simply
didn't have anything else on hand!" "If you want
to know what happens to Darcy and Elizabeth
after they are married and uncensored, this is
the book for you!"
Pride and Prejudice - Jane Austen 2013-03
Pride and Prejudice by Jane Austen, is
considered as one of the worlds top book
classics. It was initially published in 1813 and
was the author’s second novel which also
trials-of-the-honorable-f-darcy

became her most popular novel. The scene is set
in England in early 19th century with 20 year old
Elizabeth Bennett, the second eldest of five
daughters developing a relationship with the
single, handsome and wealthy gentleman, Mr
Darcy. Elizabeth endures issues of upbringing,
independence, social manners, morality,
education and marriage within a high aristocrat
society. As their love unfolds, Mr Darcy
overcomes his pride of being with someone of a
lower social class and Elizabeth overcomes her
prejudice of Mr Darcy. A classic love story and
one of the most famous novels in English
literature. This digital edition is beautifully
formatted with an active Table of Contents that
goes directly to each chapter. Mermaids
Classics, an imprint of Mermaids Publishing
brings the very best of old book classics to a
modern era of digital reading by producing high
quality books in ebook format.
The Man Who Loved Jane Austen - Sally
Smith O'Rourke 2006
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After discovering a letter to Jane Austen from
Fitzwilliam Darcy--a supposedly fictional
character--in the back of her antique vanity's
mirror, Eliza Knight searches for the only man
who knows the truth behind this mystery.
The Trials of the Honorable F. Darcy - Sara
Angelini 2009
A sexy, bold adaptation of Jane Austen's "Pride
and Prejudice" that re-paintsthe novel's favorite
characters in a 21st-century setting.
Most Ardently - Susan Mesler-Evans 2019-10-21
Elisa Benitez is proud of who she is, from her
bitingly sarcastic remarks, to her love of both
pretty boys and pretty girls. If someone doesn’t
like her, that’s their problem, and Elisa couldn’t
care less. Particularly if that person is Darcy
Fitzgerald, a snobby, socially awkward heiress
with an attitude problem and more money than
she knows what to do with. From the moment
they meet, Elisa and Darcy are at each other’s
throats -- which is a bit unfortunate, since
Darcy’s best friend is dating Elisa’s sister. It
trials-of-the-honorable-f-darcy

quickly becomes clear that fate intends to throw
the two of them together, whether they like it or
not. As hers and Darcy’s lives become more and
more entwined, Elisa’s once-dull world quickly
spirals into chaos in this story of pride,
prejudice, and finding love with the people you
least expect.
The Ballad of Gregoire Darcy - Marsha
Altman 2011-05-10
When Darcy's illegitimate brother comes to
Pemberly, Elizabeth's sister Mary returns to
England, Caroline Bingley's husband leaves his
position with the Prince Regent, and Darcy and
Elizabeth attempt to avoid the ensuing scandals.
Duty and Desire - Pamela Aidan 2006-10-03
³There was little danger of encountering the
Bennet sisters ever again.² Jane Austen's classic
novel Pride and Prejudice is beloved by millions,
but little is revealed in the book about the
mysterious and handsome hero, Mr. Darcy. And
so the question has long remained: Who is
Fitzwilliam Darcy? Pamela Aidan's trilogy finally
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answers that long-standing question, creating a
rich parallel story that follows Darcy as he meets
and falls in love with Elizabeth Bennet. Duty and
Desire, the second book in the trilogy, covers the
"silent time" of Austen's novel, revealing Darcy's
private struggle to overcome his attraction to
Elizabeth while fulfilling his roles as landlord,
master, brother, and friend. When Darcy pays a
visit to an old classmate in Oxford in an attempt
to shake Elizabeth from his mind, he is set upon
by husband-hunting society ladies and ne'er-dowell friends from his university days, all with
designs on him -- some for good and some for ill.
He and his sartorial genius of a valet, Fletcher,
must match wits with them all, but especially
with the curious Lady Sylvanie. Irresistibly
authentic and entertaining, Duty and Desire
remains true to the spirit and events of Pride
and Prejudice while incorporating fascinating
new characters, and is sure to dazzle Austen
fans and newcomers alike.
Miss Darcy Falls in Love - Sharon Lathan
trials-of-the-honorable-f-darcy

2011-11-01
The choice of a lifetime... One young lady
following her passion for music. Two strong men
locked in a bitter rivalry for her heart. A journey
of self-discover, and a trap of her own making.
Georgiana Darcy is going to have to carve out
her own destiny, however ill-equipped she may
feel... Praise for In the Arms of Mr. Darcy:
"Engaging, fast-paced, and searingly romantic."
— Austenprose "Eloquent . . . Lathan continues
to bring the Regency period to life . . . I was
swept up by the romance." — Rundpinne "Ms.
Lathan's writing is lyrical and perfect for this
genre ... Jane Austen would be proud." — The
Good, the Bad and the Unread "One of the best
[Austen sequels] yet written. . .we get an indepth look into the deep and everlasting love
Darcy and Elizabeth share." — Everything
Victorian and More Bestselling author Sharon
Lathan has created a world of sensual Jane
Austen continuations, including Mr. and Mrs.
Fitzwilliam Darcy: Two Shall Become One and
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Loving Mr. Darcy Journeys Beyond Pemberley.
Her work is widely praised for bringing the
Regency period to life and for the depth of her
stories of true love.
Austenland - Shannon Hale 2013-01-01
Jane is a young New York woman who can never
seem to find the right man-perhaps because of
her secret obsession with Mr. Darcy, as played
by Colin Firth in the BBC adaptation of Pride
and Prejudice. When a wealthy relative
bequeaths her a trip to an English resort
catering to Austen-obsessed women, however,
Jane's fantasies of meeting the perfect Regencyera gentleman suddenly become more real than
she ever could have imagined. Is this total
immersion in a fake Austenland enough to make
Jane kick the Austen obsession for good, or could
all her dreams actually culminate in a Mr. Darcy
of her own?In this addictive, charming and
compassionate story, Shannon Hale brings out
the Jane Austen obsessive in all of us.
Library Journal - 2009
trials-of-the-honorable-f-darcy

An Unwavering Trust - L. L. Diamond
2015-05-20
Two strangers with no one to turn to but each
other... Fitzwilliam Darcy is in a difficult
situation. His father is pressing him to propose
marriage to the last woman in the world he
would wish to take as his wife. With a fortnight
to announce his betrothal, he makes the
acquaintance of Elizabeth Bennet, who is in a
predicament of her own. Could Darcy be willing
to consider Elizabeth as a solution to his
problem and to hers? And can Elizabeth
ascertain enough of Darcy's character to trust
him upon nothing but a first impression?
Contains scenes with adult content
Jane Austen in Boca - Paula Marantz Cohen
2007-04-01
It is a truth universally acknowledged that a nice
Jewish widower must be in want of a wife. Jane
Austen centered her classic novels of manners
around "three or four families in a country
village." So does Paula Marantz Cohen in her
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novel, a witty twist on Pride and Prejudice-except this time, the "village" is Boca Raton,
Florida. Eligible men, especially ones in
possession of a good fortune and country club
privileges, are scarce. When goodhearted
meddler Carol Newman learns that the wealthy
Norman Grafstein has lost his wife, she resolves
to marry him off to her lonely mother-in-law,
May. The novel charts the progress of May's love
life as well as that of her two closest friends: the
strong-minded former librarian Flo Kliman and
the flamboyant Lila Katz. If there weren't
confusion enough, Flo's great-niece Amy, a film
student at NYU, suddenly arrives with a camera
crew determined to get it all on tape. Will May
and Norman eventually find happiness? Will Flo
succumb to the charms of the suavely
cosmopolitan Mel Shirmer? Will Amy's movie
about them win an Academy Award--or at least a
prize at the NYU student film competition?
Complications and misunderstandings abound in
this romantic and perceptive comedy of
trials-of-the-honorable-f-darcy

manners.
Mr. Darcy's Brides - Regina Jeffers 2017-08-13
I much prefer the sharpest criticism of a single
intelligent man to the thoughtless approval of
the masses. ELIZABETH BENNET is determined
that she will put a stop to her mother's plans to
marry off the eldest Bennet daughter to Mr.
Collins, the Longbourn heir, but a man that Mr.
Bennet considers an annoying dimwit. Hence,
Elizabeth disguises herself as Jane and repeats
her vows to the supercilious rector as if she is
her sister, thereby voiding the nuptials and
saving Jane from a life of drudgery. Yet, even the
"best laid plans" can often go awry.
FITZWILLIAM DARCY is desperate to find a
woman who will assist him in leading his sister
back to Society after Georgiana's failed
elopement with Darcy's old enemy George
Wickham. He is so desperate that he agrees to
Lady Catherine De Bourgh's suggestion that
Darcy marry her ladyship's "sickly" daughter
Anne. Unfortunately, as he waits for his bride to
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join him at the altar, he realizes he has made a
terrible error in judgement, but there is no
means to right the wrong without ruining his
cousin's reputation. Yet, even as he weighs his
options, the touch of "Anne's" hand upon his
sends an unusual "zing" of awareness shooting
up Darcy's arm. It is only when he realizes the
"zing" has arrived at the hand of a stranger, who
has disrupted his nuptials, that he breathes both
a sigh of relief and a groan of frustration, for the
question remains: Is Darcy's marriage to the
woman legal? What if Fitzwilliam Darcy and
Elizabeth Bennet met under different
circumstances than those we know from Jane
Austen's classic tale: Circumstances that did not
include the voices of vanity and pride and
prejudice and doubt that we find in the original
story? Their road to happily ever after may not,
even then, be an easy one, but with the
expectations of others removed from their
relationship, can they learn to trust each other
long enough to carve out a path to true
trials-of-the-honorable-f-darcy

happiness?
My Dearest Mr. Darcy - Sharon Lathan
2010-01-01
Darcy is more deeply in love with his wife than
ever As the golden summer draws to a close and
the Darcys look ahead to the end of their first
year of marriage, Mr. Darcy could never have
imagined his love could grow even deeper with
the passage of time... Lizzy is full of surprises...
Elizabeth is unpredictable and lively, pulling
Darcy out of his stern and serious demeanor
with her teasing and temptation. Looking ahead
and planning for celebrations and life events
large and small, Lizzy can still catch Darcy
unawares when he least expects it... But
surprising events force the Darcys to weather
absence and illness, and to discover whether
they can find a way to build a bond of
everlasting love and desire...
My Bff - Ruth Phillips Oakland 2009-06-01
Brilliant, handsome, and born into a world of
class and wealth, Fitzwilliam Darcy learns early
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that giving his heart comes with a price even he
could not afford to pay in this romantic comedy
inspired by the characters of Jane Austen's
"Pride and Prejudice."
Smoke - Darcy Woods 2021-06-15
What lines would you cross to save someone you
love? Filled with the kinds of impossible choices
that made the TV show Weeds such a hit, this
compelling drama asks to what lengths an avid
rule-follower will go in order to save her family-and the answer involves "growing" in surprising
directions. Sixteen-year-old Honor Augustine
never set out to become a felon. As an academic
all-star, avid recycler, and dedicated daughter to
her PTSD-afflicted father, she's always been the
literal embodiment of her name. Coloring inside
the lines is what keeps Honor's chaotic existence
orderly. But when she discovers her father's VA
benefits drying up, coupled with a terrifying
bank letter threatening the family's greenhouse
business--Honor vows to find a solution. She just
doesn't expect to spot it on the dry erase board
trials-of-the-honorable-f-darcy

of English lit--"Nature's first green is gold." The
quote by Frost becomes the seed of an idea. An
idea that--with patience and care--could
germinate into a means of survival. Maybe
marijuana could be more than the medicinal
plant that helps quiet her father's demons.
Maybe, it could save them all.
The Road to Pemberley - Marsha Altman
2011-07-27
Gathers a dozen short stories inspired by Jane
Austen's best known novel that look at the plot
from other perspectives, explore the first year of
Darcy and Elizabeth's marriage, and find
matches for the remaining characters.
Flash Count Diary - Darcey Steinke 2019-06-18
“Many days I believe menopause is the new (if
long overdue) frontier for the most compelling
and necessary philosophy; Darcey Steinke is
already there, blazing the way. This elegant,
wise, fascinating, deeply moving book is an
instant classic. I’m about to buy it for everyone I
know.” —Maggie Nelson, author of The
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Argonauts A brave, brilliant, and unprecedented
examination of menopause Menopause hit
Darcey Steinke hard. First came hot flashes.
Then insomnia. Then depression. As she
struggled to express what was happening to her,
she came up against a culture of silence.
Throughout history, the natural physical
transition of menopause has been viewed as
something to deny, fear, and eradicate.
Menstruation signals fertility and life, and
childbirth is revered as the ultimate expression
of womanhood. Menopause is seen as a
harbinger of death. Some books Steinke found
promoted hormone replacement therapy. Others
encouraged acceptance. But Steinke longed to
understand menopause in a more complex,
spiritual, and intellectually engaged way. In
Flash Count Diary, Steinke writes frankly about
aspects of Menopause that have rarely been
written about before. She explores the changing
gender landscape that comes with reduced
hormone levels, and lays bare the transformation
trials-of-the-honorable-f-darcy

of female desire and the realities of prejudice
against older women. Weaving together her
personal story with philosophy, science, art, and
literature, Steinke reveals that in the
seventeenth century, women who had hot
flashes in front of others could be accused of
being witches; that the model for Duchamp's
famous Étant donnés was a post-reproductive
woman; and that killer whales—one of the only
other species on earth to undergo
menopause—live long post-reproductive lives.
Flash Count Diary, with its deep research, open
play of ideas, and reverence for the female body,
will change the way you think about menopause.
It's a deeply feminist book—honest about the
intimations of mortality that menopause brings
while also arguing for the ascendancy, beauty,
and power of the post-reproductive years.
Hang the Moon - Alexandria Bellefleur
2021-05-25
In a delightful follow-up to Written in the Stars,
Alexandria Bellefleur delivers another queer
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rom-com about a hopeless romantic who vows to
show his childhood crush that romance isn’t
dead by recreating iconic dates from his favorite
films... Brendon Lowell loves love. It’s why he
created a dating app to help people find their
one true pairing and why he’s convinced “the
one” is out there, even if he hasn’t met her yet.
Or... has he? When his sister's best friend turns
up in Seattle unexpectedly, Brendon jumps at
the chance to hang out with her. He’s crushed
on Annie since they were kids, and the stars
have finally aligned, putting them in the same
city at the same time. Annie booked a spur-ofthe-moment trip to Seattle to spend time with
friends before moving across the globe. She’s
not looking for love, especially with her best
friend’s brother. Annie remembers Brendon as a
sweet, dorky kid. Except, the 6-foot-4 man who
shows up at her door is a certified Hot Nerd and
Annie... wants him? Oh yes. Getting involved
would be a terrible idea—her stay is temporary
and he wants forever—but when Brendon learns
trials-of-the-honorable-f-darcy

Annie has given up on dating, he’s determined to
prove that romance is real. Taking cues from his
favorite rom-coms, Brendon plans to woo her
with elaborate dates straight out of Nora
Ephron’s playbook. The clock is ticking on
Annie’s time in Seattle, and Brendon’s starting
to realize romance isn’t just flowers and
chocolate. But maybe real love doesn’t need to
be as perfect as the movies... as long as you
think your partner hung the moon.
Georgiana Darcy's Diary - Anna Elliott
2011-04-20
Mr. Darcy's younger sister searches for her own
happily-ever-after... The year is 1814, and it is
springtime at Pemberley. Elizabeth and Mr.
Darcy have married. But now a new romance is
in the air, along with high fashion, elegant
manners, scandal, deception, and the wonderful
hope of a true and lasting love. Shy Georgiana
Darcy has been content to remain unmarried,
living with her brother and his new bride. But
Elizabeth and Darcy's fairy-tale love reminds
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Georgiana daily that she has found no true love
of her own. And perhaps never will, for she is
convinced the one man she secretly cares for
will never love her in return. Georgiana's
domineering aunt, Lady Catherine de Bourgh,
has determined that Georgiana shall marry, and
has a list of eligible bachelors in mind. But
which of the suitors are sincere, and which are
merely interested in Georgiana's fortune?
Georgiana must learn to trust her heart--and rely
on her courage--for she also faces the return of
the man who could ruin her reputation and spoil
a happy ending, just when it finally lies within
her grasp. Georgiana Darcy's Diary is Book 1 of
the Pride and Prejudice Chronicles and is
appropriate for all ages. The Pride and Prejudice
Chronicles: Georgiana Darcy's Diary Pemberley
to Waterloo Kitty Bennet's Diary keywords: free,
freebie, clean historical romance, clean Regency
romance, England, Jane Austen sequel, Pride
and Prejudice sequel, Mr. Darcy, Elizabeth
Bennet, Lizzie Bennet, Pemberley, British, cozy
trials-of-the-honorable-f-darcy

This Side of Paradise - F. Scott Fitzgerald
2012-03-12
Definitive novel of the "Lost Generation" focuses
on the coming of age of Amory Blaine, a
handsome, wealthy Princeton student.
Fitzgerald's first novel and an immediate,
spectacular success. Note.
The Secret Diary of Lizzie Bennet - Bernie Su
2014-06-24
A modern adaptation of Jane Austen’s Pride and
Prejudice based on the Emmy Award–winning
YouTube series, The Lizzie Bennet Diaries.
Twenty‑four‑year‑old grad student Lizzie Bennet
is saddled with student loan debt and still living
at home along with her two sisters—beautiful
Jane and reckless Lydia. When she records her
reflections on life for her thesis project and
posts them on YouTube, she has no idea The
Lizzie Bennet Diaries will soon take on a life of
their own, turning the Bennet sisters into
internet celebrities seemingly overnight. When
rich and handsome Bing Lee comes to town,
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along with his stuck‑up friend William Darcy,
things really start to get interesting for the
Bennets—and for Lizzie’s viewers. But not
everything happens on‑screen. Lucky for us,
Lizzie has a secret diary. The Secret Diary of
Lizzie Bennet takes readers deep inside Lizzie’s
world and well beyond the confines of her
camera—from the wedding where she first
meets William Darcy to the local hangout of
Carter’s bar, and much more. Lizzie’s private
musings are filled with revealing details about
the Bennet household, including her growing
suspicions about her parents’ unstable financial
situation, her sister’s budding relationship with
Bing Lee, the perils of her unexpected fame, and
her uncertainty over her future—and whom she
wants to share it with. Featuring plenty of fresh
twists to delight fans and new readers alike, The
Secret Diary of Lizzie Bennet expands on the
web series phenomenon that captivated a
generation and reimagines the Pride and
Prejudice story like never before.
trials-of-the-honorable-f-darcy

Mr. & Mrs. Fitzwilliam Darcy: Two Shall Become
One - Sharon Lathan 2009-03-01
Sharon Lathan presents Mr. & Mrs. Fitzwilliam
Darcy, A fascinating portrait of a timeless,
consuming love — and the sweetest, most
romantic Jane Austen sequel. It's Darcy and
Elizabeth's wedding day, and the journey is just
beginning as Jane Austen's beloved Pride and
Prejudice characters embark on the greatest
adventure of all: marriage and a life together
filled with surprising passion, tender
self—discovery, and the simple joys of every day.
As their love story unfolds in this most romantic
of Jane Austen sequels, Darcy and Elizabeth
reveal to each other how their relationship
blossomed. From misunderstanding to perfect
understanding and harmony, theirs is a marriage
filled with romance, sensuality, and the beauty
of a deep, abiding love.
A Dollop of Pride and a Dash of Prejudice Summer Hanford 2020-02-20
THIS IS A COLLECTION OF BOOKS
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PREVIOUSLY PUBLISHED AS INDIVIDUAL
EBOOKS.Epiphany with TeaWho would think tea
at Rosings could be enlightening? Not Mr.
Darcy. At least, not until the moment he realizes
how to win Elizabeth Bennet's heart.Even after
years of marriage, the memory of tea at Rosings
is still fresh in Darcy's mind, but can lessons
learned then help him come to terms with the
trials of today?Epiphany with Tea is a story of
love, happiness, understanding and cherishing
the season.From Ashes to HeiressesWith the rest
of their family gone and their home destroyed,
Elizabeth and Jane are taken in by their aunt and
uncle in Meryton. Concerned about the two
surviving Bennet sisters' situation, Mr. Darcy
and Mr. Bingley come to Hertfordshire, but not
before Mr. Wickham attempts to use the
situation to his advantage.Miss Bingley's
ChristmasThe weather outside is frightful, but
that doesn't stop Miss Bingley from dragging her
sister off to a trendy new flower shop in a
slightly less than modish part of London. What
trials-of-the-honorable-f-darcy

could be so important as to bring two socialites
out in the cold? Why, Mr. Darcy is coming for
Christmas dinner.Unfortunately for Miss
Bingley, a winter storm and her own arrogance
combine to ruin her Christmas plans, but maybe
the Christmas she ends up having will actually
turn into the Christmas of her dreams. Their
Secret LoveWhat if Mr. Darcy expected
Elizabeth to approve when he issued his
infamous insult at the dance?When Mr.
Fitzwilliam Darcy and Miss Elizabeth Bennet
meet for the first time, they quickly recognize a
connection that could change their lives, but
how can they explore their attraction with Mrs.
Bennet sure to pounce on Darcy as a candidate
for marriage to Elizabeth and with Darcy's
family certain to censure him for his choice?
They need a good plan, or their relations could
destroy their love before it's hardly begun.
PLEASE NOTE: Renata McMann and Summer
Hanford write SWEET ROMANCE. Our books
contain no explicit situations beyond a kiss and
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only the occasional (maybe once in every ten
books) mild curse. It is our belief that our books
should be appropriate for all readers.BOOK
DETAILS: Each story is a complete Pride and
Prejudice variation and is not part of a series.
They total about 52,000 words
The Trials of the Honorable F. Darcy - Sara
Angelini 2009-10-01
A sexy, bold adaptation of Jane Austen's Pride
and Prejudice that re-paints favorite characters
in twenty-first century colors Judge Fitzwilliam
Darcy, a legal expert on both sides of the
Atlantic, is ready to hang up his black robe and
return to the life of a country gentleman—until
he meets Elizabeth Bennet, a fresh-faced
attorney with a hectic schedule and no time for
the sexy but haughty judge. Tempers and sparks
fly in Judge Darcy's courtroom— and outside, in
a series of chance encounters that give each of
them pause—as the two match wits and try to
fight their overwhelming attraction. When they
meet up in England at an international law
trials-of-the-honorable-f-darcy

conference, they embark on a hot, heavy affair.
Back in the States, though, ethical
considerations intrude, and each is subjected to
a torturous period of soul-searching before they
can find their way back to each other...
These Dreams - Nicole Clarkston 2017-08-29
An Abandoned Bride A Missing Man And a
Dream that refuses to die.... Pride and patriotism
lend fervor to greed and cruelty, and Fitzwilliam
Darcy is caught at the centre of a decades-old
international feud. Taken far from England,
presumed dead by his family, and lost to all he
holds dear, only one name remains as his beacon
in the darkness: Elizabeth. Georgiana Darcy is
now the heartbroken heiress to Pemberley, and
Colonel Fitzwilliam her bewildered guardian.
Vulnerable and unprepared, Georgiana
desperately longs for a friend, while Fitzwilliam
seeks to protect her from his own family. As the
conspiracy around Darcy's death widens and
questions mount, Colonel Fitzwilliam must
confront his own past. An impossible dream,
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long ago sacrificed for duty, may become his
only hope. Newly married Lydia Wickham
returns to Longbourn- alone and under
mysterious circumstances. Elizabeth Bennet
watches one sister suffer and another find joy,
while she lives her own days in empty regrets
over what might have been. Believing Darcy lost
forever, she closes her heart against both pain
and happiness, but finds no escape from her
dreams of him.
Supreme Court Appellate Division Second Dept.
Vol. 4677 Arc of Justice - Kevin Boyle 2007-04-01
An electrifying story of the sensational murder
trial that divided a city and ignited the civil
rights struggle In 1925, Detroit was a smoky
swirl of jazz and speakeasies, assembly lines and
fistfights. The advent of automobiles had
brought workers from around the globe to
compete for manufacturing jobs, and tensions
often flared with the KKK in ascendance and
trials-of-the-honorable-f-darcy

violence rising. Ossian Sweet, a proud Negro
doctor-grandson of a slave-had made the long
climb from the ghetto to a home of his own in a
previously all-white neighborhood. Yet just after
his arrival, a mob gathered outside his house;
suddenly, shots rang out: Sweet, or one of his
defenders, had accidentally killed one of the
whites threatening their lives and homes. And so
it began-a chain of events that brought
America's greatest attorney, Clarence Darrow,
into the fray and transformed Sweet into a
controversial symbol of equality. Historian Kevin
Boyle weaves the police investigation and
courtroom drama of Sweet's murder trial into an
unforgettable tapestry of narrative history that
documents the volatile America of the 1920s and
movingly re-creates the Sweet family's journey
from slavery through the Great Migration to the
middle class. Ossian Sweet's story, so richly and
poignantly captured here, is an epic tale of one
man trapped by the battles of his era's changing
times. Arc of Justice is the winner of the 2004
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National Book Award for Nonfiction.
The Carrow Haunt - Darcy Coates 2020
"Originally self-published in 2018 by Black Owl
Books."
The Originals: Pride anf Prejudice - Jane
Austen 2018-07-05
Charles Bingley, a wealthy young gentleman has
arrived at Netherfield. The news causes a stir in
the neighbourhood village of Longbourn,
especially the Bennet household. With five
unmarried daughters—Jane, Elizabeth, Mary,
Kitty, and Lydia—Mrs. Bennet is desperate to
attend a ball where Mr. Bingley is expected to be
present. Mr. Bingley spends most of the evening
dancing with Jane, and develops a fondness for
her. His close friend, Mr. Darcy, a haughty man,
refuses to dance with Jane’s sister, Elizabeth.
What follows is a period of bittersweet
exchanges between the prejudiced Elizabeth and
the pretentious Darcy till both realise the
limitations of their opinions. A witty comedy first
published in 1813, Jane Austen’s Pride and
trials-of-the-honorable-f-darcy

Prejudice, originally titled First Impressions,
remains one of the most popular novels of
English literature.
Ayesha at Last - Uzma Jalaluddin 2019-06-04
As seen on The Today Show! One of the best
summer romance picks! One of Publishers
Weekly Best Romance Books of 2019! A modernday Muslim Pride and Prejudice for a new
generation of love. Ayesha Shamsi has a lot
going on. Her dreams of being a poet have been
set aside for a teaching job so she can pay off
her debts to her wealthy uncle. She lives with
her boisterous Muslim family and is always
being reminded that her flighty younger cousin,
Hafsa, is close to rejecting her one hundredth
marriage proposal. Though Ayesha is lonely, she
doesn't want an arranged marriage. Then she
meets Khalid, who is just as smart and
handsome as he is conservative and judgmental.
She is irritatingly attracted to someone who
looks down on her choices and who dresses like
he belongs in the seventh century. When a
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surprise engagement is announced between
Khalid and Hafsa, Ayesha is torn between how
she feels about the straightforward Khalid and
the unsettling new gossip she hears about his
family. Looking into the rumors, she finds she
has to deal with not only what she discovers
about Khalid, but also the truth she realizes
about herself.
Lady Susan - Jane Austen 2016-02-20
A Unique Female Character Blinded By Wealth
“My dear Alicia, of what a mistake were you
guilty in marrying a man of his age! Just old
enough to be formal, ungovernable, and to have
the gout; too old to be agreeable, too young to
die.” - Jane Austen, Lady Susan Lady Susan is a
widowed woman who seeks her one true love:
wealth. She wants the best possible suitor not
only for her but also for her untamed teenage
daughter. To fulfill her quest, using her
intelligence, she tries to seduce every worthy
man, no matter the consequences. How will she
end up? This Xist Classics edition has been
trials-of-the-honorable-f-darcy

professionally formatted for e-readers with a
linked table of contents. This eBook also
contains a bonus book club leadership guide and
discussion questions. We hope you’ll share this
book with your friends, neighbors and
colleagues and can’t wait to hear what you have
to say about it. Xist Publishing is a digital-first
publisher. Xist Publishing creates books for the
touchscreen generation and is dedicated to
helping everyone develop a lifetime love of
reading, no matter what form it takes
99 Percent Mine - Sally Thorne 2019-01-29
From the USA Today bestselling author of The
Hating Game, soon to be a movie starring Lucy
Hale and Austin Stowell, an unforgettable
romantic comedy about a woman who finally has
a shot at her long time crush—if she dares.
Crush (n.): a strong and often short-lived
infatuation, particularly for someone beyond
your reach… Darcy Barrett has undertaken a
global survey of men. She’s travelled the world,
and can categorically say that no one measures
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up to Tom Valeska, whose only flaw is that
Darcy’s twin brother Jamie saw him first and
claimed him forever as his best friend. Despite
Darcy’s best efforts, Tom’s off limits and loyal to
her brother, 99%. That’s the problem with
finding her dream man at age eight and peaking
in her photography career at age twenty—ever
since, she’s had to learn to settle for good
enough. When Darcy and Jamie inherit a tumbledown cottage from their grandmother, they’re
left with strict instructions to bring it back to its
former glory and sell the property. Darcy plans
to be in an aisle seat halfway across the ocean as
soon as the renovations start, but before she can
cut and run, she finds a familiar face on her
porch: house-flipper extraordinaire Tom’s
arrived, he’s bearing power tools, and he’s
single for the first time in almost a decade.
Suddenly Darcy’s considering sticking around to
make sure her twin doesn’t ruin the cottage’s
inherent magic with his penchant for grey and
chrome. She’s definitely not staying because of
trials-of-the-honorable-f-darcy

her new business partner’s tight t-shirts, or that
perfect face that's inspiring her to pick up her
camera again. Soon sparks are flying—and it’s
not the faulty wiring. It turns out one percent of
Tom’s heart might not be enough for Darcy
anymore. This time around, she’s switching
things up. She’s going to make Tom Valeska 99
percent hers. This next hilarious romance
includes a special PS section with two Happily
Ever Afters—one for this novel featuring Darcy
and Tom and the other, an epilogue featuring
fan favorites Lucy Hutton and Josh Templeman
from The Hating Game!
Vampire Darcy's Desire - Regina Jeffers 2009
A twist on the classic Austen tale profiles Darcy
as a half-vampire who flees to Netherfield to
escape the intense pressure on him to marry and
struggles with his love for Elizabeth out of a
strong need to protect her from his vampire life,
a situation that is complicated by the
machinations of a demonic George Wickham.
Original. 25,000 first printing.
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In the Arms of Mr. Darcy - Sharon Lathan
2010-10-01
If only everyone could be as happy as they are...
Darcy and Elizabeth are as much in love as
ever—even more so as their relationship
matures. Their passion inspires everyone around
them, and as winter turns to spring, romance
blossoms around them. Confirmed bachelor
Richard Fitzwilliam sets his sights on a
seemingly unattainable, beautiful widow;
Georgiana Darcy learns to flirt outrageously; the
very flighty Kitty Bennet develops her first
crush, and Caroline Bingley meets her match.
But the path of true love never does run smooth,
and Elizabeth and Darcy are kept busy
navigating their friends and loved ones through
the inevitable separations, misunderstandings,
misgivings, and lovers' quarrels to reach their
own happily ever afters... Praise for Sharon
Lathan: "The everlasting love between Darcy
and Lizzy will leave more than one reader
swooning." —A Bibliophile's Bookshelf "If you
trials-of-the-honorable-f-darcy

love Pride and Prejudice sequels then this series
should be on the top of your list!" —Royal
Reviews "Sharon really knows how to make
Regency come alive." —Love Romance Passion
"The way Ms. Lathan allows the relationship
between Darcy and Elizabeth to evolve is
wonderful and will surely induce a contented
sigh from all romantics." —Once Upon a
Romance "A heartfelt enjoyable story filled with
passion and warmth. Beautifully written."
—Anna's Book Blog "Jane Austen fan or
not—you're going to love this author's
interpretation of life after the wedding as Darcy
and Lizzy begin a honeymoon that looks to last
forever. Very highly recommended reading."
—CK2's Kwips & Kritiques
Compulsively Mr. Darcy - Nina Benneton
2012-02-01
For anyone obsessed with Pride & Prejudice, it's
Darcy and Elizabeth like you've never see them
before! This modern take introduces us to the
wealthy philanthropist Fitzwilliam Darcy, a
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handsome and brooding bachelor who yearns for
love but doubts any woman could handle his
obsessive tendencies. Meanwhile, Dr. Elizabeth
Bennet has her own intimacy issues that ensure
her terrible luck with men. When the two meet
up in the emergency room after Darcy's best
friend, Charles Bingley, gets into an accident,
Elizabeth thinks the two men are a couple. As
Darcy and Elizabeth unravel their
misconceptions about each other, they have to
decide just how far they're willing to go to
accept each other's quirky ways...
Mr. Darcy's Decision - Juliette Shapiro
2008-08-28
In Pride & Prejudice, Jane Austen captured
hearts with the passion-filled romance of
Elizabeth Bennett and Fitzwilliam Darcy. Now,
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Mr. Darcy’s Decision finds the newlyweds in
their tumultuous first year of married life at
Pemberley, entrenched in the frivolous social
pressures of their prying friends and
family.While the sharp-tongued duo of Lady
Catherine de Bourgh and Caroline Bingley
criticizes Elizabeth, the new Mrs. Darcy has a
happier matter on her mind—the fact that she is
carrying the next Darcy heir. But when the
sudden and unexpected return of Elizabeth’s
sister Lydia brings alarming reports of seduction
and blackmail that threaten the newlyweds’ life
together, Mr. Darcy is forced to make the most
difficult decision of his lifetime.Written in a style
that stays true to the author’s sardonic wit, Mr.
Darcy’s Decision paints a vivid portrait of
Regency society—full of romance, tragedy,
humor, and intrigue.
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